
COOPERATION OF THE FOUR LOWER BODIES 
By Beloved Serapis Bey 

In order to illumine your consciousness more fully with regard to the qualification of 
energy, I have thought to put before you this simple explanation of the Law. 

If you will precede all conscious activity by this preparation which I give you, you will find 
yourself possessing a greater amount of energy with less depletion in the accomplishment of 
the work and service of the moment. 

THE PHYSICAL BODY IS ENCASED WITHIN THE MENTAL, EMOTIONAL AND ETHERIC 
BODIES, JUST AS THE EAR OF CORN IS ENFOLDED IN THE HUSK OR THE ROSE IN THE GREEN 
OUTER COVERING WHICH PROTECTS IT PRIOR TO ITS UNFOLDMENT. 

WHEN THE LIFESTREAM PROCEEDS UPON A COURSE OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, THE ENERGY 
BY WHICH ACCOMPLISHMENT TAKES PLACE, PASSES FROM THE PRESENCE OR HOLY CHRIST 
SELF OF THE INDIVIDUAL THROUGH THE ETHERIC, MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL BODIES BEFORE 
IT IS RECEIVED INTO THE PHYSICAL FORM FOR TRANSLATION INTO ACCOMPLISHMENT. THE 
ATTITUDE AND RADIATION OF THESE ENFOLDING BODIES IS A MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR IN 
THE QUALIFICATION OF THE ENERGY WHICH THE PHYSICAL FORM MUST USE FOR SERVICE. 

That is why we have repeatedly stated that joyous, happy service is of the greatest 
benefit to the individual, as well as to the accomplishment at hand. Why? Because if the 
emotional body is unwilling to cooperate with the intended activity, when the energy pours 
into it from the Christ Self, the greater portion of it is seized upon by the emotional body, 
which uses that energy to turn over and over certain discordant and rebellious feelings, and 
but a pittance of that energy gets through to the physical form to perform the task in 
question. 

In like manner, if the mental body seizes upon the energy, the physical form is depleted 
of the natural flow of God-energy which would make the accomplishment much easier and 
would not leave the physical form exhausted by reason of its endeavor to secure sufficient 
energy from the unwilling inner vehicles which have intercepted this flow. The same is true of 
the etheric body which, consciously or unconsciously, affects the flow of energy by reason of 
its ingrained attitude toward service, builded through long centuries of embodiments. 

THE INDIVIDUAL WHO ENDEAVORS TO ACCOMPLISH ANYTHING IN THE WAY OF PHYSICAL 
SERVICE MUST, THEREFORE, REALIZE THAT HIS FOUR BODIES MUST BE SET IN ORDER, 
HARMONIZED AND INSTRUCTED BY THE AUTHORITY OF THE HEART FLAME PRECEDING THE 
ACTIVITY WHICH IS TO TAKE PLACE. 

If this is done systematically and consciously, and the four vehicles are repeatedly drawn 
into a conscious cooperation in whatever endeavor the lifestream may be engaged, you will 
find greater ease in accomplishment, a greater balance and poise under pressure, as well as 
much greater freedom from tension and depletion. 
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